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...This monitoring, accompanied by recommenda-
tions, makes journalists more conscious of staying
away from created stereotypes, of observing ethics
in covering reality, of keeping a distance from
speculations with new information and of going
deeper into the social, political and economic causes
that lead to such consequences, of highlighting that
part of the problem that would help change the
current situation...

Briseida Mema
AFP correspondent

Martin Leka
Journalist
The authors Gjermeni and Bregu come with this
publication as a missing research at the service of
researchers, journalists, etc. Without a doubt, this is
of value to all readers, in spite of any gender differ-
ences. In particular, the surprise of this publication
will stay with reporters. As in front of a magic
mirror, through the “Monitoring,” they will be able
to monitor themselves in covering stories that
touch upon domestic violence.
Furthermore, reporters will be able to reflect
broadly over the essence of the phenomenon, not
becoming just “photographers” of the violence, but
also ”missionaries” of eradicating this archaic phe-
nomenon.
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“Violence changes everyone it touches”. Direct witnesses of all
kinds of abuse agree to this. Unfortunately, violence today is
found all around us, near our homes, inside our homes – in the
family. Every day, newspapers and the rest of the media publish
reports of such cases of violence and abuse. Violence has stealthily
gained a place amongst us: it lives with us and accompanies us; it
is spreading uncontrollably, almost like an epidemic. People liv-
ing with violence, either as victims or as witnesses, learn (among
other things) to fear, and they either try to avoid abuse, or be-
come as abusive as the abuser. In worst scenario cases, abuse
leads to the ultimate tragedy; in the most “fortunate” cases, it
accompanies the abused all their lives, like a ghost.

Women and children, and men alike, have the right to live a free
and violence-free life. This right is generally accepted in prin-
ciple, but unfortunately not practiced by everybody; in addition,
the level of awareness of the entire society and its institutions in
this respect leaves much to be desired. It is true that the num-
ber of women reporting and denouncing abuse has increased.
But unfortunately, we are still at an the unhealthy stage where
we still consider domestic abuse just another part of married life
and not a crime. We still remain at the stage of thinking and
judging, in stead of actively outlining policies for the alleviation
of the problem; in short, we are still at a stage where we are

Introduction
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trying to rescue whatever rights women are left with, after hav-
ing been abused; be it legal rights, conditioned rights, natural
rights or whatever other names we choose to call them by. It is
not an exaggeration to say that domestic abuse and crime have
“triumphed” over other crime categories1 .  The manner in which
abused women are treated by the public opinion, institutions
such as the police and the courts, and to some extent even the
health services, depends largely on the way abuse itself is pre-
sented and justified.

In order to change the present situation, a good starting point,
albeit self-evident, is for all of us to understand that women
have and must enjoy the same rights as men: the right to live a
peaceful life free of abuse, whatever their relation to the abuser:
husband, boyfriend, acquaintance or stranger…. We need to be
fully aware that abuse is a major obstacle to achieving equality,
development, and peace.

The aim of this particular report is not so much to do with the
process of persuasion or awareness-raising that abuse is repre-
hensible and not to be tolerated. Almost everyone agrees to
this. Here we will not try to describe how the cycle of abuse
frightens, undermines, creates dependence, and repeats itself.
Rather, this time we would like to see and understand more
clearly how journalists and the print media refer to and treat
domestic violence.

What is the Significance of Such an Initiative?

Keeping in mind the power of the media in general and the
press in particular, it is important to help the public become
more aware of the role the media play in shaping and changing
people’s perceptions and, consequently, the extraordinary im-
pact they have on our opinions and attitudes. That is why the
press can be used as a powerful instrument to carry out positive

1 See monitoring results below.
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(or negative) changes. The Council of Europe, in its recommen-
dations1  on the Equality between Men and Women (No. 84-17)
emphasizes that: “the media play an important role in
creating and shaping attitudes and values, and they
have great potential to lead to social change; and con-
sequently the media are a powerful means of social-
ization.”
What we see and read in the press are samples of the
specific priorities and personal viewpoints of journal-
ists about the world that surrounds us. One can never
stress enough the importance of honest, true, and im-
partial news and other press reports. Newspapers must
be open forums for the discussion of social issues. A
similar message was also expressed by Arthur Miller in
the beginning of the twentieth century: “A good news-
paper is a nation talking to itself” (Miller, Arthur; 1915)

The wish to “discover” how domestic violence is presented in
the Albanian press is an aspect that requires special attention.
At the present time the Albanian society is faced with numer-
ous challenges, but now, more than ever before, it is very im-
portant to recognize and understand the gender problems and
issues in our society, to conduct awareness-raising campaigns of
these issues, to promote respect for women in the family and in
the wider community and to find ways to redress the problems
of inequality and abuse by actively involving the entire society in
the process, and these are all major elements which had to be
taken into account in our work.

In conclusion, this is an attempt to bring the problem of domes-
tic violence and its consequences to the public’s attention and
to make the point that domestic violence is a crime and as such,
the whole society needs to be on guard and mobilize its institu-
tions in the battle against it.

1 Lanara, Zoe: “Gender Equality and the Media”. Greek General
Confederation of Broadcasters (GSEE), 2002
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Press monitoring is one of the main activities of the Cen
ter for Information and Documentation – a major project

of the Women’s Center in Tirana. The monitoring process
aims to observe and select articles dealing with women’s
and children’s issues, and store them under several catego-
ries based on key words such as “women”, “women in pub-
lic life”, “women and the economy”, “domestic violence”,
“human trafficking”, “children” (child abuse, child abandon-
ment, school abandonment), etc. The monitoring of press
articles started in 1996 and since then, thousands of articles
have been stored and catalogued in our data base. The
Women’s Center also started a new tradition of developing
and publishing reports based on the monitoring of media
coverage of the most acute problems of the Albanian soci-
ety.

This report seeks to make a contribution to the further
development of this tradition by presenting and analyzing
the problem of domestic violence as reflected in the print-
ing press in 2001 and 2002.

1. Monitoring Press
Coverage of Domestic Violence
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1.1 The Concept of Domestic Violence

Although a lot has been said in the recent years about do-
mestic violence, there is still no clear understanding of what
domestic violence really is, the forms it takes and its indi-
vidual and societal consequences. Historically, the Albanian
society (and not only) has regarded domestic violence as a
personal problem, or a phenomenon that belongs “behind
closed doors”. In order to overcome this, we will attempt
to present here the concept and definition of domestic vio-
lence, its forms and consequences for women and children.
In addition, we will present the facts we gathered about this
social problem, which will be referred to in this report.

Violence, as defined by the Fourth World Conference
in Beijing in September 1995, is a universal problem (a
general problem of the entire society) and must be
treated as such. The same Conference emphasized that
violence against women is a violation of human rights
and an obstacle to the achievement of equality, de-
velopment and peace.

Another definition of abuse was given in the Convention for
the Elimination of Discrimination Against Women, which
considers abuse as “a manifestation of the historically
unequal relations between men and women” and de-
scribes abuse as “a key mechanism by which women
are forced to be in a lower position compared to
men” (Resolution of the General Assembly, 48/104, 1993.)
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The most complete definition of violence against women
has been given by the Declaration Against Violence Against
Women of General Assembly of the United Nations. This
definition describes violence as: “A gender-based act,
which results or may result in: physical, sexual or
psychological injury, or suffering by women, and
includes such acts as threats, arbitrary coercion or
underrating of women in the personal or public life.”
(United Nations)

Domestic violence is manifested in the following forms:
Physical Abuse includes: pushing, hitting, scratching,
pinching, biting, throwing, isolation at home, hitting with
various objects, threatening with a knife or other weapon,
refusing to help the woman when she is pregnant or ill, at-
tempted murder up to murder.

Emotional Abuse includes: ignoring the feelings of the
spouse, constant criticism, constant opposition, public or
private humiliation, attempts to convince the partner that
she/he deserves the treatment because of his/her actions,
threatens adultery, constant jealousy, threatening to take the
children away, keeping money from the spouse, forcing the
spouse to stay home and not work, child abuse, calling names,
etc.

Sexual abuse includes: treating the partner as a sexual
object, forcing the partner to do striptease, forced sex, in-
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sisting to touch or do whatever they want, forcing the part-
ner to have sex with somebody else, sexual and sadistic acts,
forcing the partner to have sex after physically abusing them,
or demands it as a condition for the relationship to go on,
adultery, etc.

Economic abuse involves control over the family finances
so the partner is always dependent and under total control.

1.2 Women’s Rights – Human Rights

The Convention for the Elimination of All Forms of
Discrimination Against Women (CEDAW) specifically
defines the promotion and protection of Women’s Funda-
mental Rights1  (1981), although women’s rights are treated
as human rights in all the UN conventions.
Another international convention for the prevention of do-
mestic violence is The Declaration for the Elimination
of Violence Against Women (DEVAW), (1993).
Other conferences such as the United Nations Confer-
ence on Human Rights (1993) and the World Con-
ference in Beijing (1995), described the problem of vio-
lence against women as one of the major areas where atten-
tion needs to be focused on.

1 See: Michau, Lori and Naker, Dipak; “Mobilizing Communities to Pre-
vent Domestic Violence”, p. 255. A  Resource Guide for Organizations in
East and Southern Africa, Uganda 2002. (www.raisingvoices.org)
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 Articles extracted from the above mentioned Conventions
on violence against women:

 Women have the right of protection against domestic
vio lence (DEVAW)

 Women have the right to a life free from any kind of
domestic violence (physical, psychological, sexual)
(DEVAW)

 Every person enjoys the right to life, freedom and safety
(DEVAW)

 Women have the right to lead a life free from any form of
violence, torture or punishment (DEVAW)

1.3 What One Needs to Know About
Domestic Violence

Before we start dealing with the problem of domestic vio-
lence and the way it is presenteedia, we need to remember
that:

 Domestic violence is a public and not a private issue, and
as such it demands special attention from the whole
society;

 The main cause of violence is unequal distribution of
power in the couple;

 Violence hurts everyone; not only women;
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 Women experience domestic violence more than men;

 Women experience various forms of violence (often si-
multaneously);

 Every person has the right to lead a life free from every
form of violence (not only domestic violence);

 Every person is responsible for his/her own behavior;

 Violence is a choice. Abusers are responsible for the
violence they exercise;

 Violence is never an acceptable reaction, nor is it an
acceptable way to express anger, stress, or possible con-
flict;

 Change is possible, especially with the help of the com-
munity;

 Action against violence requires courage;

 Change is a long process. It has to face a number of
obstacles and difficulties;

 There are other ways, except violence, to conflict reso-
lution;

The whole society must contribute to the creation of a safe
and violence-free environment. The creation of such an en-
vironment is beneficial to all (not only women).
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1.4 Monitoring Hypotheses

The main aim of press monitoring in 2001 and 2002 was to
determine the actual place newspapers gave to issues of
domestic violence and the way they deal with the problem
by identifying the most common forms of violence,
its victims and their relationship with the abusers,
etc.
For this purpose the monitoring was conducted (but not
limited to1 ) the following hypotheses;
 Domestic abuse is mostly manifested in the form of

physical and sexual abuse, while the psychological/emo-
tional abuse, although quite common, is not widely cov-
ered by the media;

 Violence predominantly occurs in home settings (for
example the victim’s home) and abusers are people that
the victim either knows well or lives with;

 Articles on domestic violence, in the majority of the
cases, are more preoccupied with the “scoop” and the
catchy headline than the treatment of the problem it-
self.

As can be seen from the above listed hypotheses, our aim is
not only to monitor articles on domestic violence, but also

1 As it will become clear in the course of the monitoring, the issues
covered by it will not be limited to the above hypotheses, but will be
expanded further.
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to study and present of the collected data. We do not intend
to make generalizations on the basis of the collected data;
what we would attempt to do, however, is to present the
reality people construct every day when they read the news-
papers, as one of their major sources of information. Keep-
ing in mind that in addition to providing news and informa-
tion, the press is also a very powerful means of shaping the
public opinion, we attempt to establish how much power
the press wields and understand the behavioral models pro-
moted by it.
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2.1 Articles on Domestic Violence
     Monitored in 2001

In the year 2001 the Women’s Center monitored seven
daily newspapers (Shekulli, Republika, Zëri i Popullit, Rilindja

Demokratike, Albania, Koja Jonë, Gazeta Shqiptare), from
which it selected and catalogued about 1130 articles. Of
these, 207 articles were about domestic violence. The
cataloguing of these articles was done on the basis of key
words such as “violence against women”, “emotional abuse”,
“physical abuse”, “sexual violence”, “rape”, “incest”. Around
100 articles1  were analyzed in more detail. The 2001 moni-
toring report is the result of the analysis of these articles
and our reflections on them.

The following table shows the newspapers from which the
100 articles on domestic violence were selected and moni-
tored:

1
 The articles were randomly selected

2. Press Monitoring in 2001
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Name of Newspaper Number of articles monitored

Gazeta Shekulli 20
Gazeta Republika 36
Gazeta Shqiptare 18
Gazeta RD 6
Gazeta Koha Jonë 15
Gazeta ZP 5

Table 1. Newspapers and Articles on Domestic Violence

The monitored articles deal with several issues and
more specifically:

• 13 articles treat the problem of sexual abuse
• 3 articles present incest cases
• 2 articles on attempted rape
• 7 articles on rape
• 1 article on sexual harassment

• 56 articles on physical abuse on members of
the family

• in 48 articles the abuse ends up in murder
• in 5 articles the abuse is attempted murder
• in 3 articles the victims choose to kill themselves

• 10 articles on human trafficking

• 5 articles on divorce
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• 16 articles focus on activities organized by
non-profit organizations and the civil soci-
ety against domestic violence.

2.2 Facts About Domestic Violence

From the monitoring of the articles it results that:

• The most frequently occurring forms of domestic vio-
lence are physical and sexual abuse while psycho-
logical andemotional abuse, although very common,
are not widely treated by the media;

Chart 1: Forms of Violence

· Violence occurs mostly in familiar home settings, such
as the home of the victim. In 72% of the cases the violent
act occurred within the walls of the family home.

Effects of violence as presented in the
monitored articles

Physical effects

Physical and
Psychological
effects
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· Abusers are people whom the victim knows well or lives
with. With regard to domestic violence, husbands and fa-
thers are the most likely to abuse other members of the
family.

Chart 2: Places Where Violence Occurs

Chart 3: The Relationship Abuser–Abused

Place where violence occurs

At home

Outside home

Abusers in the family

Husband

Wife

Father

Son

Stepfather

Other
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· The instruments used to commit domestic crimes are of
all kinds, including automatic guns, knives, bombs and hand
grenades, hand guns, etc. Of all these the most frequently
used are automatic guns, which were widely available dur-
ing the social unrest of 1997.

· Jealousy is the main motive of domestic crime. In most
cases, jealousy and domestic arguments within the couple
were the main cause of domestic crime. Mental health prob-
lems, drugs and alcohol abuse are other important factors
that affect domestic crime.

Chart 4: Most frequently Used Weapons in Domestic Crimes

Instruments used in
domestic crime settings

Automatic
guns

Knives

Bombs and
grenades

Hanging

Hand guns

Other
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Chart 5: Motives of Domestic Violence

Motives
of domestic violence

Mental health
problems

Jealousy

Arguments

Alcohol and drug
abuse

Other
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The classification and analysis of the monitored articles
was conducted on the basis of the main social problem

they treat, which we grouped into four categories, more
specifically: 1) sexual abuse at home, 2) physical abuse at
home, 3) trafficking in human beings, 4) the role of the civil
society in preventing and combating violence.

3.1 Sexual Abuse at Home

In the course of press monitoring and analysis, 11 articles
were singled out as treating the problem of sexual abuse.
These articles appeared in the following newspapers: Shekulli,
Republika and Gazeta Shqiptare. According to these articles,
the districts where sexual abuse is encountered more fre-
quently are Tirana (28%), Berat (27%), Kavaja (9%),
Shkodra (9%), Gjirokastra (9%), Fier (9%) and Kruja (9%).

First, there is a title - one that tries to be catchy and which
recurs several times in the body of the article. Words like
“rape”, “systematic rape”, “devastating consequences”,

3. Analysis of the Monitored
   Articles
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“

“sexual abuse”, “pedophilia”, “incest”, “tragedy in the fam-
ily,” are the most frequently occurring ones. Very often one
gets the feeling that a catchy headline is more important
than anything else, regardless of whether it actually has any
bearing on the subject of the article or not.

““My father sexually abused me”“My father sexually abused me”“My father sexually abused me”“My father sexually abused me”“My father sexually abused me”
 My father sexually abused me …the poignant story of
an 18 year old, with a history of anxiety and fear weigh-
ing on her shoulders. A jealous and possessive father who
wants to control and possess the body of her daughter.”
Republika, Republika, Republika, Republika, Republika, January 27, 2001January 27, 2001January 27, 2001January 27, 2001January 27, 2001

Second, what catches the eye is a tendency to fully depict
the scene of the event and, in most cases, give the full names
of both victims and abusers. The following excerpts illus-
trate this conclusion:

“Brother rapes his 11-year old sister”“Brother rapes his 11-year old sister”“Brother rapes his 11-year old sister”“Brother rapes his 11-year old sister”“Brother rapes his 11-year old sister”
Letim Alushi had two previous convictions for burglary
and grievous bodily harm. The seventeen year old from Dibër
took his younger sister out and raped here 500 meters away
from home

1
.

Shekulli, Shekulli, Shekulli, Shekulli, Shekulli, February 8, 2001February 8, 2001February 8, 2001February 8, 2001February 8, 2001

1
 We didn’t put the name of the abuser for ethical reasons.
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“With shouts and threats he forced his sister to climb up a
hill, dragged her close to the lake and an area with tunnels
and bunkers … after they got in one of them, he savagely
ill-treated her, was able to undress her, had forced sex and
barbarously violated her … a very unusual crime that
sounds like madness.
Brother rapes 11-year old sisterBrother rapes 11-year old sisterBrother rapes 11-year old sisterBrother rapes 11-year old sisterBrother rapes 11-year old sister
Shekulli,Shekulli,Shekulli,Shekulli,Shekulli, February 8, 2001 February 8, 2001 February 8, 2001 February 8, 2001 February 8, 2001

Running after sensational news that attract the readers’ at-
tention and sell newspapers creates incentives for journal-
ists to deviate from their ethical and professional codes of
conduct. In addition, the journalists lose sight of the fact
that by treating the problem in this manner, they harm the
victims, the abusers, their families and the whole commu-
nity, and promote negative attitudes and prejudices.

Third, articles on sexual abuse are more descriptive than
analytical. The authors are more predisposed to provide
readers with a detailed description of the event than to ana-
lyze the causes of the phenomenon and what can be done
to overcome such a situation. A very small number of news-
papers ask for an expert’s opinion on the cases they cover
(6 newspapers). Articles such as “The Threat that Ruined
Her Life for Ever: What the Psychologist Says” (Republika,
28 April, 2001); “My Husband Systematically Rapes my Son:
What the Sociologist Says” (Republika, 7 April, 2001) are an
attempt to look at the problem from the social and psycho-
logical point of view.
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 The special rubric “Family Stories” in Republika, is a posi-
tive attempt in this direction and provides an example of
how to treat these problems. Many of these articles start
with a definition of the problem and go on to describe the
consequences suffered by the victim. What makes these
articles more complete is the expert’s opinion on the causes
and effects of sexual abuse. This is how Republika treated an
incest case.

“““““My father sexually abused meMy father sexually abused meMy father sexually abused meMy father sexually abused meMy father sexually abused me”””””
These kinds of cases typically involve adults who have been
refused or humiliated by other adults, so they turn to chil-
dren, who do not pose the demands or conditions adults
may come up with…. The girl falls into a depressive state
or becomes angry with the parents who fail to protect her.
Because of the feeling of guilt, anger and hatred, the girl
might have sexual difficulties with her future partners.
She could even resort to prostitution, use of drugs or even
suicide.
Edmond Dragoti (psychologist)Edmond Dragoti (psychologist)Edmond Dragoti (psychologist)Edmond Dragoti (psychologist)Edmond Dragoti (psychologist)
Republika, Republika, Republika, Republika, Republika, January 27January 27January 27January 27January 27, , ,  ,  ,  20012001200120012001

However, this is hardly enough. The reader is served only
with the consequences of abuse such as sexual difficulties,
drug abuse, suicide, etc. – which, of course, are important
aspects of the public right to information, but they must
necessarily be accompanied by some form of addressing the
problem. Left at this point, the message looks more like a
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“

“

self-fulfilling prophesy that “victimization is life-long and the
girl’s life ends here”.

Fourth, the abused persons are described as unable to come
out of the situation and waiting for some good “Samaritan”
to come to the rescue of “a damsel in distress”…This image
presented by the media directly influences the role and status
of women in the society.

I have never had any other relationship in my life. I feel I
am different from other girls and I live in constant anguish
that this shameful secret will be discovered. I feel ashamed
of myself. I always make plans how to tell her husband.
But I feel my feelings do not function … I can see that I
have to be under psychological pressure, somebody has to
insist and be angry at me.”
“My Uncle Sexually Abused me”“My Uncle Sexually Abused me”“My Uncle Sexually Abused me”“My Uncle Sexually Abused me”“My Uncle Sexually Abused me”
Shekulli, Shekulli, Shekulli, Shekulli, Shekulli, May 3, 2001May 3, 2001May 3, 2001May 3, 2001May 3, 2001

A woman’s confession. My husband systematically rapes
my son. She can hardly believe what she has seen. Contin-
ues to hope that a big problem like this can be solved with-
out the need to resort to report or divorce her husband. The
hope that some good person can bring normality to my fam-
ily remains my only dream- says the woman, who seems to
know where good Samaritans can be found.
Republika, Republika, Republika, Republika, Republika, April 7April 7April 7April 7April 7, ,  ,  ,  ,  20012001200120012001
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As seen in the articles, the media articles label women as
incapable of escaping the reality, thus falling prey of gender
stereotypes. These stereotypes are also the models followed
and internalized, especially by the female readers.

Fifth, the articles on domestic violence pay special atten-
tion to the consequences suffered by the victims. As the
following graph shows, the physical effects of sexual vio-
lence have priority over the psychological effects. This be-
cause of a series of factors, such as the journalist’s lack of
information about the psychological damages generally suf-
fered by victims of domestic violence and how they can be
treated; lack of knowledge of and experience with reporting
techniques most appropriate to domestic violence in gen-
eral and sexual abuse in particular.

Chart 6: Effects of Sexual Abuse as Identified in the Monitoring

Effects of sexual abuse  as identified
by the monitoring

Psychological
effects

Physical
effects
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3.2 Physical Abuse at Home

Sixty seven articles on physical abuse were monitored from
these newspapers: Republika, Rilindja Demokratike, Gazeta
Shqiptare, Koha Jonë and Shekulli. According to the articles,
the most frequent physical abuse cases are encountered in
the districts of Tiranë (13%), Shkodër (12%), Korçë (9%),
Kukës (5%), Krujë (5%), Lushnjë (5%).

An analysis of the articles on physical abuse at home reveals
its main causes. Crimes are the most frequently occurring
form of violence in the family. Titles such as “Crime in the
Family: Brother Kills Sister” (Shekulli, 27th March 2001),
“Uncle and Nephew Hit 70-year old Grandmother with a
Lever” (Shekulli , 25 November 2001), “Son Attacks Par-
ents with Hand Grenade - Mother Dies” (Shekulli, 11 Janu-
ary 2001); “Father Shoots his Only Daughter” (Shekulli 10
March 2001), “Mother Stabbed to Death with Kitchen
Knife” (Koha Jonë, 8 Shkurt 2001), “Executes Wife and
Mother-in-law Then Kills Himself With the last Bullet Left”
(Republika, 17 February 2001).
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Chart 7: Motives of Domestic Crimes

It is clear from the above chart that jealousy is the main
motive of crime within the family “Husband Hits Wife with
a Sledge Hammer: Suspected she was Having an Affair.”
(Republika, 15 November, 2001); “Man Killed Wife Because
She Moved too Much During Sex” (Koha Jonë, 12 August
2001);“Love Dies; Jealous Man Kills Girlfriend Before Turn-
ing to Himself” (Republika, 22 June, 2001); “Man Cuts Wife
Up with Axe” (Republika, 25 October 2001), are some of
the titles encountered in the print media. It is a pity that
women continue to be seen as property in the Albanian so-
ciety and this is one of the major factors that lead to the
women’s victimization. This victimization is further exacer-
bated by the manner various journalists treat the problem.
The following excerpts illustrate these conclusions:

Motives of physical abuse
 in the family

Mental prob-
lems

Jealousy

Disagreements

Alcohol and
drug abuse

Other
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“Terror. Massacre: a man kills his wife and his 39-year old

son with a Kalashnikov. A 72-year old man, fueled by jeal-
ousy of his wife, exterminates his family. Father of four
children turns into a murderer, although the public opinion
thinks the head of the household, Azem, is the guilty one.
Republika, Republika, Republika, Republika, Republika, September 29, 2001September 29, 2001September 29, 2001September 29, 2001September 29, 2001

Husband hits his wife with a sledge hammer. He suspected
she was having an affair. The crime occurred in the village
of (Pogradec), where Fidai Pero struck his wife with a
sledge hammer on her head while she was sleeping. His
wife, Refiko Pero is in a coma because of the hard blow to
her head.
Republika, Republika, Republika, Republika, Republika, November 15, 2001November 15, 2001November 15, 2001November 15, 2001November 15, 2001

It must be emphasized that the increase in the number of
domestic crimes has been accompanied by a more com-
prehensive press coverage of this problem in the print me-
dia. Researchers and analysts have presented the causes of
this phenomenon and its effects on the Albanian society,
especially in the recent years.

In one article about the criminalization of the Albanian fam-
ily, the editor-in-chief of the Korieri1  newspaper empha-

1 Alfred Peza, The Criminalization of the Albanian Family, Women’s Cen-
ter Bulletin, Nr. 25, September 2002.
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sizes: “The most recent cases show that the logic of pro-
tecting the family honor according to the “Balkan macho
dignity”, by taking the law into one’s own hands, by trying
to solve the problems “keeping the finger at the trigger”, as
well as the lack of an effective judiciary and the weapons
widely available, have made it easier for crime to penetrate
into the Albanian families.”

In spite of the attempts to treat the problem, the moni-
tored articles lack detailed analyses that seek to discover
the nature, causes and ways of preventing these crimes. Only
four of the monitored articles make an attempt to analyze
the violent acts and present their consequences. “The Threat
that Ruined Her Life for Ever: What the Psychologist Says”
(Republika, 28 April, 2001); “Man Stabs His Own Mother:
Catches her with Lover: What the Sociologist Says”
(Republika, 19 May 2001) are two such articles that appeared
in Republika. However, the role of the media leaves much to
be desired with respect to the promotion of state and soci-
ety measures for the prevention of domestic crime and the
introduction of positive models of conflict resolution in the
family and the whole society.

Domestic crime manifests itself in various ways, but murder
is top of the list with the highest percentage. As can be seen
from the following chart, 70% of domestic crimes are mur-
der cases, which once again is proof of the crisis that the
Albanian families were experiencing at the time. In the mean-
time, if we refer to the monitored articles, in most cases, it
is the husbands, fathers or sons that commit the majority of
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the crimes in the family, with weapons such as guns, knives,
grenades, axes, picks, spades, and sledge hammers.

Husbands and sons are the most common perpetrators
(39% and 13% of the cases respectively).

Motives of Domestic Crimes

Effects of domestic crimes on victims
according to the newspapers monitored

Physical effects

Physical and
Psychological
effects

Chart 9: Effects of Domestic Crime

Mental prob-
lems

Jealousy

Disagreements

Alcohol and
drug abuse

Other

Motives of Domestic
Crimes
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Just like the articles on sexual abuse, the ones on physical
abuse too do not treat the  psychological effects of domes-
tic crime. The tendency is to describe the physical effects
(93% of the cases), ignoring the trauma, its psychological
effects on the victim and the family, and the perpetrator
himself. Even in the cases when the expert is asked to ex-
press an opinion, the discussion focuses on the causes and
not the effects of the increased number of domestic crimes
on the whole community. Below are two excerpts from the
rubric “In My Opinion” of Republika:

Man Kills Daughter for Being Unfaithful to HimMan Kills Daughter for Being Unfaithful to HimMan Kills Daughter for Being Unfaithful to HimMan Kills Daughter for Being Unfaithful to HimMan Kills Daughter for Being Unfaithful to Him
Valbona Elezi, SociologistValbona Elezi, SociologistValbona Elezi, SociologistValbona Elezi, SociologistValbona Elezi, Sociologist
Republika, Republika, Republika, Republika, Republika, May 26, 2001May 26, 2001May 26, 2001May 26, 2001May 26, 2001
Still very traditional in its essence, the Albanian family does
not consider “domestic violence” a problem. However, what
is normally called “madness and shame in the family” is a
problem.
In many cases, girls who fall prey to incestuous relation-
ships prefer to commit suicide rather than go to court. This
makes it impossible to have accurate statistics of these cases.

The Story of the Girl that Killed her Mother: TheThe Story of the Girl that Killed her Mother: TheThe Story of the Girl that Killed her Mother: TheThe Story of the Girl that Killed her Mother: TheThe Story of the Girl that Killed her Mother: The
Sociologist SaysSociologist SaysSociologist SaysSociologist SaysSociologist Says
Z. Dervishi, SociologistZ. Dervishi, SociologistZ. Dervishi, SociologistZ. Dervishi, SociologistZ. Dervishi, Sociologist
Faced with an anarchic social and psycho cultural reality,
many mothers feel powerless and unable to give their chil-
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dren some guidance in life. The fear that their children,
especially daughters, may fall prey of vices and perversities
generated in today’s society, such as drugs, prostitution,
human trafficking, which are part of everyday life, espe-
cially for many mothers whose children are abroad some-
where … The main cause of this problem is poverty, which
has left many Albanian families at a complete loss. At the
same time the schools do not have strong foundations to
strengthen their students’ morals.
Republika, Republika, Republika, Republika, Republika, May 19, 2001May 19, 2001May 19, 2001May 19, 2001May 19, 2001

Another element one notices is the focus on orphaned chil-
dren, a seen in the articles “Domestic Crimes Leave Or-
phans Behind” (Shekulli, 25 March 2001) and “Man Kills Wife,
Mother of Eight Children” (Shekulli, 7 July, 2001).

Man Kills Wife:Man Kills Wife:Man Kills Wife:Man Kills Wife:Man Kills Wife: She left home for two weeks without
asking his permission. Afërdita Loci leaves four children
behind…
Gazeta ShqiptareGazeta ShqiptareGazeta ShqiptareGazeta ShqiptareGazeta Shqiptare, 9 October, 2001, 9 October, 2001, 9 October, 2001, 9 October, 2001, 9 October, 2001

The crisis the Albanian families are experiencing in this pain-
ful and long transition period is widely covered in the print
media. Crimes within the family, previously unheard of in
the Albanian society, are proof of its crisis and its dimen-
sions. Patriarchal attitudes towards women are historically
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well known in the Albanian society, and women often got
the blame for the gender of the new-born children but the
following example shows that sometimes these attitudes go
beyond any notion of normal behavior.

Man Seeks Revenge For Want of a Son. Man Seeks Revenge For Want of a Son. Man Seeks Revenge For Want of a Son. Man Seeks Revenge For Want of a Son. Man Seeks Revenge For Want of a Son. He was
frustrated because his wife did not bear him a son and that
is why he wanted to kill her and their three daughters
with three hand grenades …
Koha Jonë, Koha Jonë, Koha Jonë, Koha Jonë, Koha Jonë, September 27, 2001September 27, 2001September 27, 2001September 27, 2001September 27, 2001 (Crime Column) (Crime Column) (Crime Column) (Crime Column) (Crime Column)

Equally shocking is the crime committed by another man, a
returned emigrant, who reserved a macabre death for his
wife because of his pathological jealousy. It is difficult to find
the right words to describe this tragedy.

I killed my wife because she was too active when we had
sex. When we made love she would move too much; she
had never done that before. She asked for things that had
never been part of our sexual practices.
 Koha Jonë, 12 Gusht, 2001Koha Jonë, 12 Gusht, 2001Koha Jonë, 12 Gusht, 2001Koha Jonë, 12 Gusht, 2001Koha Jonë, 12 Gusht, 2001

We think that the journalist must have found it very difficult
to describe the scene of the crime: “Her head was split
open with a spade and after that he stoned her and covered
her with oak branches.” In spite of the efforts to provide a
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clear picture of the event and the community response as
expressed in several interviews, the article still remains in
the realm of news and information, and no attempt is made
to fulfill the other role of the media – education of the pub-
lic.

The increase in the number of divorces in the Albanian soci-
ety is often treated by journalists as the cause of destruction
of the family unit and its values, and as a result of the exces-
sive freedom that women and girls now have. On the other
hand, it must be admitted that divorce has not yet gained
the right to full citizenship in our society is hardly ever ac-
cepted without any resistance by the men in such a patriar-
chal society. Very often, as can be seen from the following
excerpt, women’s request for divorce triggered a horrible
domestic tragedy.

Man killed wife in the presence of his two children, aged 4
and 7 years old. She was “guilty” because she had filed for
divorce. Witnesses say the conflict started two years ago,
when the victim, mother of two children, told her husband
she wanted a divorce.
Republika, Republika, Republika, Republika, Republika, December 5, 2001December 5, 2001December 5, 2001December 5, 2001December 5, 2001

In this article, just like in many other articles analyzed in the
course of the monitoring, the careful eye of the reader can
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clearly see that the violence is gender-motivated, i.e. men
violate their wives or girlfriends. Article headlines such as
the following: “I Wanted to Kill my Wife and not my Good
Son,” (Republika, 7 October, 2001); “Latest Hour News:
Massacre in Libohova: Vladimir Xarbo Kills Mother and
Daughter” (Gazeta Shqiptare, 26 June, 2001); “Terror, Mas-
sacre: Man Kills Wife and Son with an Automatic Gun”
(Republika, 7 October, 2001); “Elbasan: Domestic Scuffle:
Man Cuts Up Wife with an Axe” (Republika, 25 October
2001); “Husband Beats her Up: She Plunges to Her Death
From the Third Floor.” (Republika, 16 January 2001);
“Woman’s Body Found Three Days After Murder”
(Republika, 21 August 2001); clearly show that violence is
gender motivated, that women and children are the most
likely victims, and that the crimes are the result of a series
of social, economic and cultural factors. In addition, it has to
be emphasized that patriarchal tradition and mentality cre-
ate and instill distinctly different gender roles in men and
women in the family. These gender roles learned and inter-
nalized in the socialization process, which is different for
boys and girls, form the bases of the status and position of
men and women in society. Because the Albanian society
accepts the aggressiveness of boys and regards it as an ex-
pression of their manliness, it tacitly condones the violent
acts against women and girls, who are taught, by the same
society, to be submissive and obedient.

Psychologist and gender issues researcher S. Miria in her
work Violence Against Women and the Psychosocial Taboos
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That Favor It1  says “Gender studies in our country suggest
that violence against women is in direct proportion with the
degree of women’s dependence on the men in their lives.”

In the few newspaper articles that describe violent acts car-
ried out by women, it is clear that they reacted against the
constant violence suffered at the hands of their husbands.
With this we do not want to justify any of the crimes com-
mitted, because every violent act is a crime and must find its
appropriate punishment. But, as we emphasized earlier, in
covering these cases the journalists must not only describe
the crime scene, bur also make an analysis of the causes that
led to the act. As one battered woman said, “For twenty
years my husband used me like an animal… every night when
he returned home he completed the ritual of beating me sav-
agely. I passed out several times…” (Shekulli, 10 March 2001).

3.3 Trafficking in Human Beings

It has to be said that the print and electronic media have
extensively covered the issues of the trafficking of human
beings. Statistically, the greatest number of articles on hu-
man trafficking (10 altogether), about 74%, appeared in
Republika. The districts where human trafficking is more
evident are Berat (25%), Fier (21%), Korça (10%), Vlora
(23%), Tirana (19%).

1 Miria, S. (1996) Violence Against Women and the Psychosocial Taboos
That Favor It, p.8. Tirana: Refleksione.
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With regard to the gender of the trafficked persons, 87%
were female and 13% male, as shown in the following chart:

Unfortunately the trafficking of women and girls has assumed
considerable proportions; a direct result of the various fac-
tors that accompanied the development of the Albanian soci-
ety in the recent years. Such factors as “poverty, high rates
of unemployment, lack of political stability in the country, lack
of law and order, the country’s abrupt coming out of a long
period of communist isolation, lack of hope for the future,
domestic violence, lack of information, etc.”1  contributed to
the explosive proportions this phenomenon assumed in the

Trafficked Persons by Gender

Female

Male

Chart 10: Trafficked Persons by Gender

1 Miria, S. and Sala, V. (1999) A Study of the Written Contribution of the
Women’s Movement in Albania 1990-1998: Women as Victims of Multiple
Abuse. Tirana: Refleksione.
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years of regime transition. As is clearly seen in the monitored
articles, all the trafficked persons come from very low in-
come families, and in most cases they are deceived with prom-
ises such as: “You will go to Italy to meet your father who has
been working there as an emigrant for many years,” or “We’ll
go to Italy together to work and get rich – and build a better
life for ourselves…” promises of a good marriage and a good
job etc., which are typical in women trafficking.

The effects of trafficking on the trafficked persons are al-
most never mentioned (let alone addressed). It seems the
journalists use the same story line. First of all, the word
“trafficking” is never mentioned (to refer to girls and
women). If nothing else, it would explain to the readers the
reasons why these women fall prey of the traffickers. Vul-
gar labels, showing an unfortunate lack of awareness of the
real problem and the long standing prejudices against the
women and girls victims of trafficking, are not rare in the
headlines, such as “A prostitute since she was 16 …”
(Republika, 16 February, 2001) or “Husband Forces Wife
to Become a Prostitute: A Four Year Experience on the
Streets of Italy” (Republika, 3 February 2001).

Most articles start with an introduction which sometimes
adds to the victimization of the trafficked person even more.
In some articles, the “greatest” achievement for these
women is the denunciation of the trafficker, as shown in this
example: “her decision is accompanied by the fear …what
if he comes back and forces me to become a prostitute
again …” or there is a tendency to bring something new
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with such statements as: “The young  woman decided to
denounce the psychological abuse exercised on her by her
husband – the 20-year old woman was deceived and traf-
ficked when she was only 16” (Republika, February, 2001).
Such statements as: “…prostitute…comes home a million-
aire from Greece” Or “The drama of the prostitute-bride
who brought millions from Belgium” (Shekulli, June 7, 2001)
seem to give the message: “Go become prostitutes and you
will get rich…prostitution is a way to profit and make money.”
In this case, the only thing the article achieved is a sensa-
tional headline that helped sell the newspaper.

Trafficking in children is another issue widely treated in the
pages of our newspapers. These articles, differently from
those on trafficking in women, pay more attention to the
social causes and factors that affect trafficking in children.

Violence – A Phenomenon that Brings Up ChildrenViolence – A Phenomenon that Brings Up ChildrenViolence – A Phenomenon that Brings Up ChildrenViolence – A Phenomenon that Brings Up ChildrenViolence – A Phenomenon that Brings Up Children
for a Confused Tomorrowfor a Confused Tomorrowfor a Confused Tomorrowfor a Confused Tomorrowfor a Confused Tomorrow
Psychologists say that child abuse is the cause of psychic
changes and especially, one of the main reasons why chil-
dren grow up to have a split personality.
Problems in the family, an isolationist mentality, as well as
the recent notion of unlimited freedom have caused the emer-
gence of some formerly unseen characteristics in husbands.
Republika, April 28, 2001Republika, April 28, 2001Republika, April 28, 2001Republika, April 28, 2001Republika, April 28, 2001

Some of the articles try to focus the attention of the public
opinion and to raise its awareness with regard to the fact
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that economic hardships force parents and relatives to put
their children in the way of trafficking circles. This is what a
child says to Republika:

I go out to get some money … My friends at school don’t
know anything. Paralyzed in one arm, he skips school and
starts his daily “work”. The poignant story of the 11-year
old with one paralyzed arm. His stepfather gets drunk and
forces him to beg …
Republika, February 24, 2001Republika, February 24, 2001Republika, February 24, 2001Republika, February 24, 2001Republika, February 24, 2001

3.4 The Role of the Civil Society in
Preventing and Combating
Domestic Violence

Articles aiming at raising the awareness of the society are
another means to focus the attention on the problem of
domestic crime.

January is not over yet and there have been over 10 suicide
cases. The unfortunate people used handguns, Kalashnikovs,
ropes, poisons, or even threw themselves from the heights
of apartment buildings or towers, to put an end to their
lives. Their ages ranged from 18 to 70 years old.
Home News, January, 2001Home News, January, 2001Home News, January, 2001Home News, January, 2001Home News, January, 2001
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“The crimes of parents against their children, be it gun crimes,
or selling their children for prostitution purposes, getting in
debt to feed their children and so on, are numerous and
with no apparent solution. Investigators: “It is horrible. We
do not know how to act. There are major gaps in the respec-
tive articles of the Criminal Code.”
Republika, Republika, Republika, Republika, Republika, July 13, 2001July 13, 2001July 13, 2001July 13, 2001July 13, 2001

It is not rare that the articles themselves show traces of
prejudice. The image of women in these articles is discrimi-
natory and the women’s roles and society’s expectations of
women are deeply “engraved” and seemingly, very difficult
to uproot.

Catches her with a lover and stabs her …Miranda had
changed a lot and her mother (like all mothers in this world)
noticed that her daughter was behaving strangely and had
lost her normal calm.
Republika, Republika, Republika, Republika, Republika, May 19, 2001May 19, 2001May 19, 2001May 19, 2001May 19, 2001

Special attention is given to organizations operating in Alba-
nia in the field of domestic violence.

For some time now the civil society has been actively in-
volved in the efforts to prevent and combat various social
ills and problems. Gradually, the print media began to re-
port this contribution in its pages, in articles such as: “Gen-
der Abuse – Two Weeks of National and International Activi-
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ties on Gender Abuse – Posters, Workshops and TV and
Radio Programs” (Shekulli, December 6, 2001); “Elbasan:
Around 3000 Women Need Help” (Shekulli, 24 September
2001), etc. Here is how the Counseling Center For Girls
and Women is presented is a news article:

Five years Since the Establishment of the Coun-Five years Since the Establishment of the Coun-Five years Since the Establishment of the Coun-Five years Since the Establishment of the Coun-Five years Since the Establishment of the Coun-
seling Center for Women and Girlsseling Center for Women and Girlsseling Center for Women and Girlsseling Center for Women and Girlsseling Center for Women and Girls
Taboos are overcome – In the service of women victims of
violence! In five years, the Counseling Line has focused its
services on fighting against abuse.
Koha Jonë, 18 November 2001Koha Jonë, 18 November 2001Koha Jonë, 18 November 2001Koha Jonë, 18 November 2001Koha Jonë, 18 November 2001

The attention of the media on the role of the civil society in
combating domestic violence has increased in the recent
years. In 2001 there were 15 articles focusing on activities
of various organizations and NGOs.

In the majority of the cases these articles present statistics,
facts and tendencies of the social issues they treat, based on
studies or other social research conducted by NGOs in the
field of domestic violence and human trafficking. Such ar-
ticles are “The Children’s Hotline: Hello, I’ve Been Raped!”
(Gazeta Shqiptare, 24 June, 2001);“Violence – Children’s
Co-Traveler” Koha Jonë, September 10, 2000;; “Five Years
Since the Establishment of the Counseling Center for Women
and Girls: Taboos Are Overcome – In the Service of Women
Victims of Violence!” (Koha Jonë, 18 November 2001); “The
Albanian Map of Tortured Women” (Albania, 9 March, 2001);
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“Violence Against Women – Who Violates Women the Most?”
(Gazeta Shqiptare, October 6, 2001); “Gender Abuse – Two
Weeks of National and International Activities on Gender
Abuse – Posters, Workshops and TV and Radio Programs”
(Shekulli, December 6, 2001).

Media attempts in the realm of public awareness-raising have
helped to break the taboos and bring the problem of do-
mestic violence out into the open, as a problem of the whole
society. The coverage of national and international activities
of the NGOs is not a constant occurrence; such articles
appear mostly around dates of special importance to the
women’s movement, such as 8th of March, 25th of Novem-
ber (The National Day Against Domestic Violence), etc. It is
important for the press to try to avoid superficial descrip-
tions and explore beyond the obvious facts, and most im-
portantly, try look at the problems from the gender per-
spective.

In spite of the extensive efforts to deal with problems of
domestic violence, the print media have not yet raised their
voice fully and seriously with regard to gender equality. Keep-
ing in mind the extraordinary power of the media in chang-
ing the public opinion and shaping public perceptions, they
have a duty and responsibility to contribute to the improve-
ment of women’s status and promote a society of equal op-
portunities.
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4. Press Monitoring in
2002

          NEWSPAPER     NUMBER OF ARTICLES

Shekulli 25 articles

Koha jonë 13 articles

Gazeta shqiptare 17 articles

The newspapers monitored in the year 2002 are: Shekulli,
Koha Jonë, Gazeta Shqiptare, Korrieri, Republika, Zëri i

Popullit, Albania. Four of these are independent newspapers
and three are part press. The idea is to see whether there
are any differences in reporting domestic violence in general
and violence against women in particular between the inde-
pendent press and partisan press.

The total number of monitored articles referring to violent
events: 1244.
Total number of articles on domestic violence:124.

The following table gives the number of articles on domes-
tic violence for each newspaper in 2002.
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Korrieri 15 articles
Republika 28 articles
Zëri i popullit 17 articles
Albania 9 articles
Totali 124 articles

Chart 1: Newspapers Monitored in 2002

What Catches the Eye While Leafing Through the 2002 Print
Media?

Articles on domestic crime have filled the “social” and “crime”
columns of newspapers during 2002, year with a large num-
ber of domestic crimes, where the classic case was “jealous
man kills woman.” It does not take long to understand that

Newspapers Featuring Articles on
Domestic Violence Monitored in 2002

ON DOMESTIC VIOLENCE 2002
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the media abide by the market laws. There has been no
study or survey to understand the ratio between various
kinds of crimes. Said differently, if in 2002 there were 1244
articles on crime stories, and only 124 of those are on do-
mestic crime, the remaining 1120 must necessarily cover
other types of crime. But what percentage of the total num-
ber of crimes is occupied by domestic crime and is this
figure proportional to the other crimes that are given prior-
ity n today’s press? Things are made even more difficult and
confusing by fact that even the Ministry of Public Order
lacks accurate statistics on the ratio between different types
of crimes.

With regard to the articles we monitored, one can make
the following classification:

7 women killed. Main motive is jealousy; frequent fights/
arguments.
13 attempted murders, threats,
1 woman kills her partner
1 murder where the killer ends up killing an additional
person
1 child killed
10 ill-treatment and incest cases; father-daughter
6 awareness raising articles about child abuse
One incest case brother-sister
2 attempted murders under the influence of drugs,
2 articles on the killing of a teacher in Laç
1 article on a female teacher who was beaten up
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1 article on burglary and use of torture in Vlora
13 awareness raising articles
4 Articles which seek to uncover and explain the causes,
or report activities against abuse.

For example, according to the statistics from the Ministry
of Public Order, during the first four months of 2002:

·  23 people were killed
·  7 people were injured
· four cases of men killing women
· two cases of women killing men
· four cases of relatives killed (daughter in law, cousin)

Main Topics of Monitored Articles

Awareness raising Attempted murder

Illtreatment and
incest

Murder of
women

Other

Chart 2: Main Topics of Monitored Articles
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4.1 Domestic Crimes

Motives:
· Adultery: 2 cases with five victims
· Jealousy after divorce: three cases with 9 victims
· Killings after ordinary domestic quarrels ,six cases

with 7 victims

Perpetrators:

Of the twelve most notorious domestic crime cases, ten
were committed by men and two by women.

Chart 3: Domestic Crimes in January-April 2002

Domestic Crimes in January-April 2002

Murdered

Injured
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Chart 4: Motives of Domestic Crimes

Chart 5: Perpetrators of Domestic Crimes

How many were punished?

Unfortunately there are no available data on domestic crime.
The Ministry of Public Order and the Ministry of Justice cat-
egorize domestic crime simply as crimes of one person

Male

Female

Perpetrators of Domestic Crimes

Motives of Domestic Crimes

Ordinary domestic
arguments

Jealousy

Adultery
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against another. There are no separate entries and no fur-
ther break down of statistics!

From the articles one can see that the cases reported in the
media are mostly those of attempted murders. Attempted
murders are not considered “news” if the story is not spe-
cial in some way, so they are often covered by simply pub-
lishing a public notice from the Ministry of Public Order.

Attempts to Kill Wife, Ends up in HandcuffsAttempts to Kill Wife, Ends up in HandcuffsAttempts to Kill Wife, Ends up in HandcuffsAttempts to Kill Wife, Ends up in HandcuffsAttempts to Kill Wife, Ends up in Handcuffs
...The police forces of Police Precinct No. 3 arrested citizen
F.SH. ..
According to police sources the cause of the incident was an
ordinary domestic squabble…
The blue uniforms seized an automatic gun of the type “PPS”
which will be used as material evidence…
Koha Jonë, 02/06/02Koha Jonë, 02/06/02Koha Jonë, 02/06/02Koha Jonë, 02/06/02Koha Jonë, 02/06/02

One can clearly see that the majority of the articles, even
those that aim to raise the awareness of the public, do not
contain an analysis of the phenomenon or of the event, just
an occasional explanation of the situation from the point of
view of an expert.

With regard to figures and statistics, it is not clear whether
the figures represent the situation at the national level or in
certain districts.
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In some cases, the journalists try to explain in one single
article major issues such as the factors that lead to the im-
migration of women.

Albania, 22/05/02.Albania, 22/05/02.Albania, 22/05/02.Albania, 22/05/02.Albania, 22/05/02.
Why do women immigrate?Why do women immigrate?Why do women immigrate?Why do women immigrate?Why do women immigrate?
They are promised a very good future in Italy or elsewhere
and promised concrete jobs.
It does not take much to persuade poor women that they
deserve much better than the life they are leading at present
with their partners.
At home, in the street and in various social settings women
and girls are faced with male aggressiveness, which is a
source of great concern and distress for them.
This is what makes them seek a new life in a new country
….

Very often, eager to present their information as coming
from a reliable and “official” source, the journalist says noth-
ing whether the information is the result of a study or re-
search on the given phenomenon.

Personal convictions become assumptions and generaliza-
tions, and these often remain unsubstantiated. We cannot
say this is a just sign of lack of professionalism on the part of
journalists. But this is another argument in favor of the ne-
cessity for social research and empirical studies on social
phenomena, to be carried out by scholars and information
and media researchers. This would make it easier for jour-
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nalists to discuss, cover, and make analyses of events and
problems that are not part of normal everyday life.

Sometimes, a courageous opinion appears inaccurate pre-
cisely because it is not based on a proper analysis or study.
For example, even though the tone of the following article
is  ironical and refers to the patriarchal part of the society
that almost always blames women, it sounds a little “frivo-
lous” and indifferent.

“When a woman decides to emigrate, her family and friends,
her neighbors and acquaintances strike her off the list of
honorable and respected women.”
(Albania, 22/05/02)(Albania, 22/05/02)(Albania, 22/05/02)(Albania, 22/05/02)(Albania, 22/05/02)

How are crimes justified?

Honor and jealousy – or rather, dishonor - are the main
motives for the crimes. In certain cases, crimes are not a
result of “severe psychic shock”, but calculated in cold blood
much later. But after reading about an event like this, rather
than feeling informed about the tragedy, one ends up with
tens of unanswered questions. The most obvious one: Was
this the real cause?

“Italian Handcuffs for the Killer of His Own Sis-“Italian Handcuffs for the Killer of His Own Sis-“Italian Handcuffs for the Killer of His Own Sis-“Italian Handcuffs for the Killer of His Own Sis-“Italian Handcuffs for the Killer of His Own Sis-
ter” (Korrieri 22/02/02).ter” (Korrieri 22/02/02).ter” (Korrieri 22/02/02).ter” (Korrieri 22/02/02).ter” (Korrieri 22/02/02).
…. I killed my sister , it was a matter of honor …
 The   reason why he wanted to take revenge on his sister
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was that she had gotten married to citizen X without the
permission of her family and had had a child with him.
Nikolla himself has admitted committing the crime and said
he had killed his sister  for restoring moral and honor to his
family:

Resistance and assertiveness, like in the above example, is
perceived as a direct offence to the male dignity, humiliation
and challenge of the inherited and learned roles of the head
and patron of the family.

A Family Massacre in Durrës.A Family Massacre in Durrës.A Family Massacre in Durrës.A Family Massacre in Durrës.A Family Massacre in Durrës.
( Korrieri 2/11/ 02)( Korrieri 2/11/ 02)( Korrieri 2/11/ 02)( Korrieri 2/11/ 02)( Korrieri 2/11/ 02)
…The two partners had never washed their dirty linen in
public. …However, after asking one of the witnesses, it
was clear that the argument before the crime had been around
accusations of jealousy on the part of the husband ….

The same event described by another newspaper, Republika,
offers a more accurate version of why the crime took place:

“It is suspected that the argument between the partners
started after the wife had failed to bring her 14 year old
daughter back home from Italy.
The forty-three year old had gone to Italy to meet her five
children living there and had also taken her 14 year old
daughter along. Then the wife had come back home with-
out the daughter. The fourteen year old had stayed behind
with her brothers and sisters.”
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““Kills Wife With an Axe Because she Refused to“Kills Wife With an Axe Because she Refused to“Kills Wife With an Axe Because she Refused to“Kills Wife With an Axe Because she Refused to“Kills Wife With an Axe Because she Refused to
Live in Town  Live in Town  Live in Town  Live in Town  Live in Town  (Korrieri 2/11/02)(Korrieri 2/11/02)(Korrieri 2/11/02)(Korrieri 2/11/02)(Korrieri 2/11/02)
… His words irritated the wife who had said that she
would go back to her parents and dump him for ever. This
touched her husband’s “manliness” and he picked up his
axe in the shed and massacred his wife in the presence of
the baby. After ensuring that she was dead he informed
the parents, grabbed the last savings of the family and went
into hiding ….

“Drug Addict Kills Cousin, Injures Mother and“Drug Addict Kills Cousin, Injures Mother and“Drug Addict Kills Cousin, Injures Mother and“Drug Addict Kills Cousin, Injures Mother and“Drug Addict Kills Cousin, Injures Mother and
Neighbor” Neighbor” Neighbor” Neighbor” Neighbor” (Korrieri 2/11/02)(Korrieri 2/11/02)(Korrieri 2/11/02)(Korrieri 2/11/02)(Korrieri 2/11/02)
…27-year old Arben Shkalla, under the influence of drugs,
with no apparent cause at all, starts to beat up his mother
and hits her with an axe.

 A triad of articles on domestic crime – all in one page, in
the same issue of the Korieri newspaper. The events have
nothing in common, except the fact that the crimes hap-
pened within a 48-hour span in three different locations.
The detailed description of the events is based on the ver-
sion of the story presented by the coroner or the accused.
The question is, to what extent are details necessary and
when does the use of details become abuse? And do all jour-
nalists use the same yardstick in deciding these issues?
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““Arguments Caused by Jealousy“ (Republika 21/“Arguments Caused by Jealousy“ (Republika 21/“Arguments Caused by Jealousy“ (Republika 21/“Arguments Caused by Jealousy“ (Republika 21/“Arguments Caused by Jealousy“ (Republika 21/
07/02)07/02)07/02)07/02)07/02)
A man attempted to strangle his second wife Friday night.
He had a previous criminal record, because twenty years
ago he had killed his first wife whom he had married when
very young. …They were sleeping in bed when he woke
up at midnight and tried to strangle her ……

It is clear that this is not a case of domestic arguments or
fights! Then why should we lessen the seriousness of the
act by calling it “Arguments Caused by Jealousy”?!

Let us stop here for a moment:

What is the power of jealousy?

Solomon describes jealousy “cruel as the grave”, while
Shakespeare calls it “a semblance of the evil eye”. To be jeal-
ous means to suffer and to be the object of jealousy means
to be frightened. And sometimes jealousy is fatal.
According to psychologists jealousy is the reaction to the
perception that a relationship is threatened, a reaction that
is not always based on reality.
Usually jealousy is generated by the perception that a part-
ner is attracted by somebody else1 ” (Bunk & Bringle, 1987)
In general, jealousy is linked with feelings of inequality and
unsuitability in a relationship2 . (White, 1981). “But more a

1 Buunk & Bringle ,  “Jealosy in love relationships”,1987
2 White,G.L “A model of romantic jealosy” 1981
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powerful feeling of jealousy is potentially more destructive,
and tends to increase when sexual exclusivity is
threatened1 ”(Reis 1986)

What are the stages of jealousy?

According to Gregory White (1981) the jealous experience
goes through four main phases.

Phase one is when the individual realizes that there is a
threat to the present relationship. And the one who is less
sure and more dependent on the relationship is more likely
to feel under threat.
Phase two is when people start to analyze the situation
and think about the ways to overcome it.
Phase three is the emotional reaction of the individual. Jeal-
ousy may produce a range of emotional reactions. More usu-
ally these are negative feelings of stress, confusion, suspicion,
hostility, anger), or positive (excitement, love, liveliness).
Phase four involves the perceptions and thoughts of the
individual about jealousy. Here destructive acts may be com-
mitted.

But whatever the motive, some of the newspaper articles
use a very insensitive language, sometimes with folk and hu-
morous tones, which in Albanian carry connotations of
amusement and lack of seriousness….

1
R eis, I.L “ A sociological journay into sexuality”.Journal of marriage

&family. 1986
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““From January 22 People Killed in Domestic Inci-“From January 22 People Killed in Domestic Inci-“From January 22 People Killed in Domestic Inci-“From January 22 People Killed in Domestic Inci-“From January 22 People Killed in Domestic Inci-
dents, and Here are the Motives” dents, and Here are the Motives” dents, and Here are the Motives” dents, and Here are the Motives” dents, and Here are the Motives”  (Gazeta shqiptare,(Gazeta shqiptare,(Gazeta shqiptare,(Gazeta shqiptare,(Gazeta shqiptare,
24 /04/02)24 /04/02)24 /04/02)24 /04/02)24 /04/02)
In less than five months, 23 people kicked the bucket as a
result of domestic crime. In less than five months it seems
domestic crime has continued to swallow the lives of many
people, even whole families, with such an appetite!

In over half of the articles one can notice that the responsi-
bility for what happened is rarely blamed on the men, but is
always the fault of the environment, the social circles, other
people’s influence, and sometimes, to some extent, even of
the victim herself. Thus a good part of newspaper articles
on domestic violence (especially in Gazeta Shqiptare), adopt
an angle that is influenced by the myths and legends of honor
and honesty of certain individuals. So powerful is the reluc-
tance to blame males for their irrational fits of jealousy, that
most of the journalists do not seem able to escape this trap;
for that matter even the researchers sometimes find it diffi-
cult to break away from it. There is almost a feeling of inap-
propriateness with regard to intervening in a case of jeal-
ousy.

It is a pity that a macabre crime, whatever the cause or
motive, is described in an almost jocular language. Here, for
example, is how the murder is described when the victim is
caught “red-handed”.
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““Lezhë , Man Kills Wife and Her Lover” (Gazeta“Lezhë , Man Kills Wife and Her Lover” (Gazeta“Lezhë , Man Kills Wife and Her Lover” (Gazeta“Lezhë , Man Kills Wife and Her Lover” (Gazeta“Lezhë , Man Kills Wife and Her Lover” (Gazeta
shqiptare  23 /05/2002)shqiptare  23 /05/2002)shqiptare  23 /05/2002)shqiptare  23 /05/2002)shqiptare  23 /05/2002)
Dedë Dushku has got his name entered in the list of be-
trayed husbands; but he was not one to keep the shame on
himself. His victims, wife File 44 years old and Tomë Gjuraj,
35 years old were left dead one on top of the other. …He
had come back from work as usual, but found a “replace-
ment” in his bed. This was enough for Dedë Dushku from
the village of Marlecaj in Lezha to become a murderer …

What is the code by which the great insult of adultery can
be measured?

It would be useful to stop here and identify two viewpoints:

First: The language used in describing events such as mur-
ders caused by marital infidelity and the atmosphere cre-
ated by some articles are almost humorous.

Second: If we accept the more evident, more studied, and
more easily measurable fact, that the long period of transi-
tion in Albania is accompanied by what the sociologists and
anthropologists call “cultural apocalypse”1 , the situation is
more than dramatic. To take these phenomena of the “mod-
ern” times lightly, (although I do not like to label them like

1
 De Martino, Ernesto. “Apocalisse culturale’ 2000
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that at all), is not just partial judgment, rather, it is a preju-
dice. Especially in cases of crime and use of violence. This is
more than “cultural apocalypse” - it means to lose touch
with the present and lose hope for the future.

To us, the present time is heavily laden with vio-
lence, crime, gender discrimination and offence. To
describe it in a simpler way: the solution to the
puzzle of the stubborn WHY-s of the increase in
domestic violence cannot be found by just describ-
ing and explaining the details of a violent act, what-
ever motives are offered to make excuses for it! An
impression has been created that couples today give far less
importance to conjugal loyalty as a result of greater pseudo-
freedom in the way of life and understanding of the various
situations. If we accept this reasoning a-priori, then the lan-
guage may seem justified.

· Hesitation in the formulation of intervention strate-
gies is another element noticed in a number of articles.

In the article “Domestic Crime - No Individual Responsibil-
ity” published in Zëri i Popullit, on 14/04/02, there is ex-
treme ambiguity in the wording of the alternatives that would
lead to a reduction of domestic crimes (this is not so much
the fault of the journalist, than of the responsible structures
which have not been able to develop intervention policies),
to the extent that four times in the article, suggestions are
presented in the form of assumptions and explanations.
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“
“”Maybe the police are right …; Maybe intervention in the

problems of the community would reduce the number of
crimes; but maybe this is very difficult to do anyway …)
Zëri i Popullit, 14/04/02Zëri i Popullit, 14/04/02Zëri i Popullit, 14/04/02Zëri i Popullit, 14/04/02Zëri i Popullit, 14/04/02

Part of the crimes and violence are evident not only in mari-
tal relations but also in love relations.

“Man Arrested for Beating up Girlfriend”“Man Arrested for Beating up Girlfriend”“Man Arrested for Beating up Girlfriend”“Man Arrested for Beating up Girlfriend”“Man Arrested for Beating up Girlfriend”
(Gazeta shqiptare, 24/07/02).(Gazeta shqiptare, 24/07/02).(Gazeta shqiptare, 24/07/02).(Gazeta shqiptare, 24/07/02).(Gazeta shqiptare, 24/07/02).
The story of two lovers in the capital ends up in violence and
legal action by the District Prosecution Office. After she
learned that the man of her dreams was married and with
children, T.K. decided to put an end to her relationship with
M.P. But the family “cavalier” would not hear of it and
insisted that in spite of everything he had to frequent his
new girlfriend, even if it meant forcing her into it.

 Some of the articles have inaccurate generalizations of the
phenomenon.

Sixty-nine Per Cent of Young Women in DurrësSixty-nine Per Cent of Young Women in DurrësSixty-nine Per Cent of Young Women in DurrësSixty-nine Per Cent of Young Women in DurrësSixty-nine Per Cent of Young Women in Durrës
Abused Abused Abused Abused Abused (Gazeta Shqiptare, 18/05/02).(Gazeta Shqiptare, 18/05/02).(Gazeta Shqiptare, 18/05/02).(Gazeta Shqiptare, 18/05/02).(Gazeta Shqiptare, 18/05/02).
According to statistics of the Counseling Center in Durrës,
abuse is more widespread in highly educated families, which
make up 34% of the cases (!!!)
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However, nothing is said about what the 69% represents –
is it 69% of all young women in Durrës; 69% of the young
women who called the counseling center; 69% of the age
group they are part of? These inaccuracies give the phe-
nomenon greater dimensions and reduce the reliability of
the article’s findings.

I think the problem today lies in the tendency we have to
overestimate the role of systemic changes on the code of
moral values and norms of the society. It is equally surpris-
ing to see the great efforts made to explain male behavior
by examining female characteristics!!! Even worse when, in
the attempt to find a catchy title, the truth is distorted and
psychologists’ opinions are misrepresented to the point of
being dangerous!

“Domestic Crimes, Total Lack of Individual Re-“Domestic Crimes, Total Lack of Individual Re-“Domestic Crimes, Total Lack of Individual Re-“Domestic Crimes, Total Lack of Individual Re-“Domestic Crimes, Total Lack of Individual Re-
sponsibility” sponsibility” sponsibility” sponsibility” sponsibility”  Zëri I popullit 14/04/02 Zëri I popullit 14/04/02 Zëri I popullit 14/04/02 Zëri I popullit 14/04/02 Zëri I popullit 14/04/02
 Motive:
“Albanian women choose the way of crime in search of inde-
pendence and assertiveness!

Of course, domestic crimes are caused by the lack of indi-
vidual responsibility, but to say that “Albanian women choose
the way of crime in search of independence and authority”,
is more than an inaccurate title, it is total lack of profession-
alism and work ethics, it is superficial judgment and trun-
cated logic!
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I recall a book by the American psychologist, Dr. William
Ryan, who in 1966 wrote the book “Blaming the Victim”.
At that time America was experiencing similar social prob-
lems as the ones we have now; unemployment, problems
of education, housing, and so on....
“Because we tend not to accept our responsibility for the
social situation and social problems, we develop the habit of
transferring the problem and the blame to the victim …

· A number of articles can be classified as awareness-raising.
Women are asking for help but they will no longer accept to
live in the tiring position of the victim.

“Man in Handcuffs. Threatened his Wife”“Man in Handcuffs. Threatened his Wife”“Man in Handcuffs. Threatened his Wife”“Man in Handcuffs. Threatened his Wife”“Man in Handcuffs. Threatened his Wife”
Republika 30/01/02Republika 30/01/02Republika 30/01/02Republika 30/01/02Republika 30/01/02
He physically abused his wife and constantly threatened
her with guns. This was why the 37-year old from Vaqarri
ended up in handcuffs..

Convict my Husband”, Convict my Husband”, Convict my Husband”, Convict my Husband”, Convict my Husband”, Koha jonë 23 /06/02Koha jonë 23 /06/02Koha jonë 23 /06/02Koha jonë 23 /06/02Koha jonë 23 /06/02
 He said he felt pleasure when he beat me up - said the
wife, who in addition to filing for divorce wants justice to
be done by giving her husband a conviction.
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This is truly one of the rare cases when the woman publicly
denounces her husband as the cause of her suffering, but
the interview itself is very shallow. Questions like, “What do
you think about the actions of your husband?” or similar
ones, are stereotypical questions that neither offer nor seek
information, nor do they have a focus, especially when the
answer is self-evident.

It is true that there are very few life stories that are told
accurately and objectively in the newspaper pages. This is
one of the major drawbacks, maybe because conducting in-
terviews in order to tell someone’s life story is not an easy
job, but it could also be the result of the haste to publish a
scoop.

· Alcohol dependence is one of the most frequent causes
which lead to the abuse of family members.

In fact the attempted crime ended up in court. However, it
is not known what conviction the abusers received and how
much of it they actually served. There is no follow up of
events. News remains just news!

“Attempts to kill wife and daughters - ends up in prison.”
 Shekulli 30/04/ 02
 The head of the household was a regular alcohol consumer.

“Fifty-three Year Old Hoxha Ends up in Handcuffs for Trying
to Kill his Wife”
Shekulli 27/03/02
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““
“Woman Reports her Husband: He Rapes and Beats“Woman Reports her Husband: He Rapes and Beats“Woman Reports her Husband: He Rapes and Beats“Woman Reports her Husband: He Rapes and Beats“Woman Reports her Husband: He Rapes and Beats
me.” Gazeta shqiptare,22/05/02me.” Gazeta shqiptare,22/05/02me.” Gazeta shqiptare,22/05/02me.” Gazeta shqiptare,22/05/02me.” Gazeta shqiptare,22/05/02

“According to experts working for the investigating authori-
ties, the thirty three year old declared that her husband has
been ill-treating her systematically for a long time and the
source of his fury and resentment is jealousy.

· Sometimes domestic violence transcends the rela-
tionship within the couple, especially in extremely patriar-
chal families. From the monitoring it is clear that articles on
domestic violence and domestic crimes make no attempt
to analyze the entire social situation in stead of treating them
as individual unconnected cases. One can hardly ever find
more than a situational description of the event.

“Man Ties up Wife“ “Man Ties up Wife“ “Man Ties up Wife“ “Man Ties up Wife“ “Man Ties up Wife“  Republika, 17/08/02.Republika, 17/08/02.Republika, 17/08/02.Republika, 17/08/02.Republika, 17/08/02.
After a long period of heated arguments at their home in
Sukth of Durrës, arguments about the most trivial of things,
including motives of jealousy, husband together with his
brother tie up M. hands and feet and hit her with what-
ever they could find …..
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4.4 Trafficking for sexual exploitation

“Ends up in Handcuffs for Killing his Prostitute“Ends up in Handcuffs for Killing his Prostitute“Ends up in Handcuffs for Killing his Prostitute“Ends up in Handcuffs for Killing his Prostitute“Ends up in Handcuffs for Killing his Prostitute
Wife” Wife” Wife” Wife” Wife” Shekulli, 20/08/02Shekulli, 20/08/02Shekulli, 20/08/02Shekulli, 20/08/02Shekulli, 20/08/02
G.H has been detained under suspicion of having trafficked
in his wife, S. Kulla, 20 years old for prostitution pur-
poses. The latter was found massacred and stabbed to death,
and dumped in a garbage can in the outskirts of Genoa in
Italy.

The Declaration of the United Nations, signed by 80 coun-
tries in the year 2000, defines trafficking as:

“a form of slavery and forced labor, abuse of power
by the stronger person over the weaker; a state
when a person or group of persons control the
activity of another person for profit purposes and
works by using deceit, force and kidnapping of the
person.”

I do not want to get into too much detail about the wording
used about women’s trafficking for prostitution purposes;
however I noticed one thing. The trafficking cases covered
in the media during the year 2002, generally involve traffick-
ing by a family member, relative or husband.
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““Mother - Prostitute”. Shekulli 26/03/02“Mother - Prostitute”. Shekulli 26/03/02“Mother - Prostitute”. Shekulli 26/03/02“Mother - Prostitute”. Shekulli 26/03/02“Mother - Prostitute”. Shekulli 26/03/02.
Husband sold his wife for 30 thousand leks. Later he took
his four year old daughter to the traffickers”… This was
the fate of a twenty nine year old now living with a child
that she has left with her parents, while she stays in the
facilities for the rehabilitation of prostitutes at the Police
Station in Fier.

The case and its story need no comment. It is unfortunately
one of the most shameful patterns of women trafficking.
The above-mentioned article had a big-lettered headline:
“Mother - Prostitute”. With all due respect to the style of
each writer, it is now time to abandon once and for all the
stigmatizing and stereotyping practices, which do nothing
else but label the situation. The police station in Fier cannot
be a rehabilitation center for prostitutes, just a temporary
shelter for victims of trafficking, which ended up as prosti-
tutes. The word “prostitute” cannot replace the phrase “traf-
ficked woman/girl”, just as saying “thirty five females repa-
triated” is not the same as “thirty five women and girls re-
patriated”. The difference is easy to tell, in the first case the
focus is on the gender, in the second, on the role! Further-
more, when one reads the above-mentioned article, one
cannot help feeling disappointed at the fact that the headline
bears no relevance to the story itself. Because of the divine
role of mothers in the life of their children, one cannot jux-
tapose the words ‘mother’ and ‘prostitute’ and insult and
offend them in the title: In the above-mentioned case, this
oppressed woman had the misfortune of being separated
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from her four year old son. That is why her drama is two-
fold and the headline is fallacious!

· But there are also cases which hardly make it to the pages
of the press. These are cases when there is no conviction
because of lack of sufficient evidence or when the perpetra-
tor, even though convicted, does not serve any of the sen-
tence. One gets the impression that the public and the me-
dia are more eager to read about sensational stories that
create anxiety and confusion and make people feel unsafe
and at a complete loss.

“Man Freed: Raped Twenty-four Year Old Woman”“Man Freed: Raped Twenty-four Year Old Woman”“Man Freed: Raped Twenty-four Year Old Woman”“Man Freed: Raped Twenty-four Year Old Woman”“Man Freed: Raped Twenty-four Year Old Woman”
Koha Jonë 14/10/02Koha Jonë 14/10/02Koha Jonë 14/10/02Koha Jonë 14/10/02Koha Jonë 14/10/02
The twenty four year old woman was admitted to hospital
where she received care for her broken jaw …. Although
the family of the 24-year old reported the case to the police,
this only cost B. several hours at the police station, and
nothing else.”

In my opinion this article does not make any lasting impres-
sion, nor does it convey complete information. “Why only
several hours at the police station?” We can speculate that
domestic violence is still considered as a matter of the
couple; the police and the judiciary are not yet prepared to
come hard upon those who commit acts of violence in the
family; or even worse, there is corruption in the system
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that is designed to protect citizens. As a reader, I would be
happy to read about such facts!

· Counseling Lines

In 2002 there were four articles about the services offered to
raped and battered women. The Counseling Center for Women
and Girls and its chapters in the districts are the main source of
information about the state of women in Albania.

“Telephone Counseling for Trafficked Women”“Telephone Counseling for Trafficked Women”“Telephone Counseling for Trafficked Women”“Telephone Counseling for Trafficked Women”“Telephone Counseling for Trafficked Women”
Shekulli 28 /01/2002Shekulli 28 /01/2002Shekulli 28 /01/2002Shekulli 28 /01/2002Shekulli 28 /01/2002
“True Testimonies from the Life of Abused Women”
Gazeta shqiptare, 29 /09/02

It is a good thing to advertise the network of services avail-
able to abused women and girls, but the above mentioned
article (the first) although included in the crime column, is
not a crime story, and it looks more like an advertisement of
the kind that the center itself publishes!

For as long as physical, verbal and sexual clashes are consid-
ered a natural, civilized, desirable and even necessary in a
marriage, abuse will always be regarded as something that
occurs with the consent and approval of women or is pro-
voked by them. However, awareness-raising is a very diffi-
cult process, especially in a society like ours, with pro-
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nounced patriarchal values. For this reason reporting about
the above issues requires more than knowledge of the event.

The history of violence against women does not mark the
end of the story – it is not a viewpoint chosen among other
“anti-violence” viewpoints which often remain isolated and
unheeded. At the moment when these stories shake up the
reality, it is easy to doubt the identity and the value of “pa-
tience”.

4.4 Child Abuse

It is estimated that 160 million people in Eastern European
countries live in poverty, or 40% of the population of these
countries. Fifty million of them are children. Transition
brought destructive consequences to Eastern European fami-
lies. One of the major problems is, for example, school aban-
donment by children. According to the statistics, from 1989
till 1999, 15% of the children in Albania, 10 % of the chil-
dren in Russia, 21% in Ukraine, and 29% in Moldova have
dropped out of school.
Seventy five thousand people from Eastern European coun-
tries are victims of human trafficking for prostitution pur-
poses.

A number of articles published in 2002 also present the
gloomy reality and the unfortunate problem of child abuse
and ill-treatment in our country.
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We feel almost bombarded by incessant news where the
protagonists and targets of abuse are the innocent. These
do not occur only in extreme situations of war or social
conflict, but in our everyday reality, close to us, among us.

In this whirlpool of monstrous events, we naturally ask our-
selves whether these same things also happened in the past
or not, and what on earth is happening to our history and
our morals…

Maybe, somehow we are afraid to speak about the pain,
suffering, ill-treatment, because it is shameful, because child
abuse involves their families, various social groups, in short,
many people are affected.

The problem of child abuse is increasingly seen as very dif-
ficult because of the fragility and bio-psychological immatu-
rity of children and the reduced defensive mechanisms in
the fight for survival. Kempe in 19621   formulated for the
first time the “battered child syndrome” which later was
called “child neglect and abuse”, adding to physical abuse
the sexual and psychological abuse, child neglect and malnu-
trition. Of course there was still the hidden abuse children
experienced at home and in society.

1
 Kempe Henry. “The syndrome of battered child” 1962, The Journal of

the American Medical Association.
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“
““Children: Spanking and Sexual Harassment”.“Children: Spanking and Sexual Harassment”.“Children: Spanking and Sexual Harassment”.“Children: Spanking and Sexual Harassment”.“Children: Spanking and Sexual Harassment”.

Albania 05/04/02Albania 05/04/02Albania 05/04/02Albania 05/04/02Albania 05/04/02
Children are ill-treated everyday – emotionally, physically,
and sexually. This is the conclusion of a study carried out
by the Center for Multidisciplinary Training for Problems
of Child Abuse.”

“Father Tortures 3-Year Old Child”“Father Tortures 3-Year Old Child”“Father Tortures 3-Year Old Child”“Father Tortures 3-Year Old Child”“Father Tortures 3-Year Old Child”
Korrieri 22/01/02Korrieri 22/01/02Korrieri 22/01/02Korrieri 22/01/02Korrieri 22/01/02
A woman from Tirana reported her husband Artur to the
police, accusing him of ill-treating their 3-year old child.
According to her, the husband punched the child, burnt
him with cigarette butts and forced his head under water:
after the doctor’s report, the police was convinced and de-
clared the cruel father a wanted person”

A number of articles published in 2002 tell shuddering sto-
ries of incestuous relationships between fathers and daugh-
ters. These articles are different from those on abused
women, because there is more observation of ethics in pre-
senting the story. There are no detailed descriptions of
scenes, no stereotypes, they are more or less written in a
correct manner. This also because children are innocent and
violence against them always remains a monstruosity.

ON DOMESTIC VIOLENCE 2002
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“

 Korça: “My Drunkard Father Raped me.” Korça: “My Drunkard Father Raped me.” Korça: “My Drunkard Father Raped me.” Korça: “My Drunkard Father Raped me.” Korça: “My Drunkard Father Raped me.”
For a whole year he sexually abused his 14-year old daugh-
ter, until he was held by the police.
”Gazeta shqiptare” 20 December 2002”Gazeta shqiptare” 20 December 2002”Gazeta shqiptare” 20 December 2002”Gazeta shqiptare” 20 December 2002”Gazeta shqiptare” 20 December 2002

“Durrës: Father Raped 6-year Old Daughter”Durrës: Father Raped 6-year Old Daughter”Durrës: Father Raped 6-year Old Daughter”Durrës: Father Raped 6-year Old Daughter”Durrës: Father Raped 6-year Old Daughter”
Korrieri , 08/12/02.Korrieri , 08/12/02.Korrieri , 08/12/02.Korrieri , 08/12/02.Korrieri , 08/12/02.
Ylli B. had sexual intercourse with his six-year old daugh-
ter and then admitted having done it to his relatives. These
immediately called the police, who arrested him a few hours
later.”

“Sexually Abused his Minor Daughter: Man Ar-“Sexually Abused his Minor Daughter: Man Ar-“Sexually Abused his Minor Daughter: Man Ar-“Sexually Abused his Minor Daughter: Man Ar-“Sexually Abused his Minor Daughter: Man Ar-
rested in Italy” rested in Italy” rested in Italy” rested in Italy” rested in Italy” Gazeta shqiptare, 06/07/02Gazeta shqiptare, 06/07/02Gazeta shqiptare, 06/07/02Gazeta shqiptare, 06/07/02Gazeta shqiptare, 06/07/02
A 40 year old Albanian immigrant to Italy was arrested –
but not for a criminal act committed in the country across
the Adriatic. The Italian police handcuffed Astrit Duqa,
40 years old, and charged him with having had sexual in-
tercourse with his daughter, who is a minor, only 14-year
old.”

Other cases of incest involve brother-sister relations.

“Incest: Brother Rapes Sister” “Incest: Brother Rapes Sister” “Incest: Brother Rapes Sister” “Incest: Brother Rapes Sister” “Incest: Brother Rapes Sister” Shekulli, 16/09/02Shekulli, 16/09/02Shekulli, 16/09/02Shekulli, 16/09/02Shekulli, 16/09/02
Durrës, a fisherman has sexual intercourse with his 15-year
old sister.
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But this is not the only problem. Most such crimes are not
reported: they are a torment that is experienced and buried
within the family. This is what happens in the cases of abu-
sive fathers and minor daughters.

In addition to extreme cases of incest and rape within the
family, one of the most widespread phenomena in the Alba-
nian families is the physical beating of the children.

Although the titles sometimes are very pretentious, such as
“Abuse, why do we beat our children at home” (Korrieri,
24 January 2002), the contents of the article does not justify
the title, which would be more suitable for a very engaging
research study. The study accurately reports the results of
a study conducted by the Multidisciplinary Training Center
on Problems of Child Abuse, a study carried out in the capi-
tal. It is interesting to see that the study describes mothers
as the strictest discipliners of their children???!!!

The same study is referred to in an article in the Republika
of the 2nd of October 2002, i.e. ten months later, and the
“strictest discipliners” of children are this time “teachers at
school”. Of course, we do not intend to discuss here the
study itself, but the truth is there cannot be “two first places”
in this classification, both mothers and teachers.

Because the data are described and interpreted so differ-
ently in the two articles, we, the readers not only cannot
understand why does the study say that children are abused,
but we also get completely confused about the results of
the study itself!

ON DOMESTIC VIOLENCE 2002
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But there are other “surprises” as well!
Between the publishing of the Korrieri article “Abuse: Why
Do We Beat Our Children At Home,” of the 24th of January
2002, and the Republika article “Ill-treatment: Fifty-Seven
Percent Of The Children Are Abused”, of the 2nd of Octo-
ber 2002, there was another article of the 13th of July 2002,
again in Republika entitled: “A Delicate Age: Data From The
Report” where the figures this time are not that 54% and
the 57 % of the children are abused but that teachers abuse
74% of their pupils ( what this 74% represents is not ex-
plained in the title). It would not be surprising if another
article were published eights months from now we have
another study with completely different results. Where does
the problem lie?

First both Republika articles, that of the 13th of July and the
on of the 2nd of October 2002, refer to the same study of
the “Multidisciplinary Training Center on Problems of Child
Abuse”; in fact parts of the articles are IDENTICAL and they
were written by the same journalist.

“Child abuse, like many other social problems, is present in
the day-to day
Albanian reality, and there are numerous cases of child abuse
and ill-treatment,
 both within the family and in society, and so on.”

What change are the statistics, which surprisingly vary not
only from one newspaper to the other, but also from one
issue of the same newspaper to another.!!!
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“

“

Other events related to violence against women are crimes
in the community:

“Mystery: Teacher Found Dead”ystery: Teacher Found Dead”ystery: Teacher Found Dead”ystery: Teacher Found Dead”ystery: Teacher Found Dead”
Shekulli 09/04/02Shekulli 09/04/02Shekulli 09/04/02Shekulli 09/04/02Shekulli 09/04/02
Mira Mark Qarku, 31, was found dead, with 5 bullets in
her shoulder, in her own apartment. The unmarried 31 year
old, a teacher by profession, was shot with a handgun.”

“Killer of Theth Teacher Caught”“Killer of Theth Teacher Caught”“Killer of Theth Teacher Caught”“Killer of Theth Teacher Caught”“Killer of Theth Teacher Caught”
Shekulli 12/04/02Shekulli 12/04/02Shekulli 12/04/02Shekulli 12/04/02Shekulli 12/04/02
Mican Qarku, 20 years old, second cousin of the victim pleads
guilty and says that he was a drug addict and had commit-
ted the crime while under the influence of drugs.

Another case, an attempted murder this time, again involv-
ing a drug addict.

“Drug Addict Stabs Mother and Sister.” Shekulli“Drug Addict Stabs Mother and Sister.” Shekulli“Drug Addict Stabs Mother and Sister.” Shekulli“Drug Addict Stabs Mother and Sister.” Shekulli“Drug Addict Stabs Mother and Sister.” Shekulli
09/06/02.09/06/02.09/06/02.09/06/02.09/06/02.
Edmond Herri, 25, was apprehended by the police for at-
tempted murder. He wanted 1000 leks to buy drugs.

Abuse under the influence of drugs becomes a crime.
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According to some statistics of the Ministry of Public Or-
der there are 33,000 drug users in Albania. However, drug
use and the victimization of the young generation by it are
closely linked with the social situations we are experiencing,
with the contradiction between the social and cultural needs
of youth on one hand and the inability of social structures to
meet these needs on the other.

The drug phenomenon is also favored by the high level of
unemployment. One cannot say that there is a definite cause-
effect relationship between this and high rate of unemploy-
ment among young people, but the studies conducted in
various countries show that the level of unemployment
among young drug users is higher than that of young people
who stay away from drugs. (Rendval 1984, Moskalewicz
1995)

4.4 Other crimes in the community

There are four articles about stories such as:
“Son swears at her, father beats her up”, Koha Jonë,
July 17, 2002.
Although the title sounds like some kind of a rebus, the story
is explained below:
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“
“
““Nexhmije Gjata from the village of Muçias, tried to com-

plain about the immoral behavior of the son of one of her co-
villagers. But in stead of apologies she received injuries on
her back and arm when Gëzim Redhi (the neighbor) not
only continued the verbal abuse his son had started but also
beat her up severely.

Victim: After the Squabble. Two Women Neighbors get in
a Fight.
Husband intervenes. A woman gets killed with a lever.
Republika, 25 July 2002Republika, 25 July 2002Republika, 25 July 2002Republika, 25 July 2002Republika, 25 July 2002

On 11/05/02 Shekulli had an article about the ill-treatment
of the director of the Employment Office in Kruja.

Krujë: Director of the Employment Office Ill-treated in
her own Office.
… Citizen Sh.Bala entered her office, and after threaten-
ing her, he hit her and broke her arm.

Of course, aggressiveness and abuse are found everywhere
and at all times, but abusing someone in their office, espe-
cially when the office holder is a woman, is a very unusual
thing. It is part of the chaos and the escalation of abuse of all
kinds; it is by no means a cultural norm or a canonical value!
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“

“
“

4.5 Awareness-Raising Activities

A number of articles refer to various activities carried out,
such as meetings, round tables and panel discussions on the
above-mentioned problems.

“UNICEF. Awareness-raising on violence against women
 Gazeta shqiptare, 24 October 2002Gazeta shqiptare, 24 October 2002Gazeta shqiptare, 24 October 2002Gazeta shqiptare, 24 October 2002Gazeta shqiptare, 24 October 2002.

“I denounce a Violation of the Constitutional Law”
Koha Jonë, 8 Mars 2002Koha Jonë, 8 Mars 2002Koha Jonë, 8 Mars 2002Koha Jonë, 8 Mars 2002Koha Jonë, 8 Mars 2002

The 2002 article “I denounce a Violation of the Constitu-
tional Law” is the only one written by a representative of
the civil society, a jurist by profession, and as such is very
accurate from the point of view of its terminology and
conceptualization, which are both the weak points of the
majority of other articles we have seen.

And finally, but not the least important, a case in Mirdita:

 Woman Kills Husband Because he Tortured Her. She killed
her husband L.C, and also her neighbor N.Gj, accidentally.
Violent acts of a woman – the motive: violence against her,
and adultery: her husband slept with two other women in
the village.
Korrieri 05/09/2002Korrieri 05/09/2002Korrieri 05/09/2002Korrieri 05/09/2002Korrieri 05/09/2002
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During the year 2002 this is the only case reported in the
print media when a woman killed her husband/partner!

It is clear that crime is nothing else but a crime, and there is
no justification or excuse for anyone resorting to such vio-
lent ways, but it is equally true that 90% of the women
serving their sentences in Prison 313 in Tirana, killed their
husbands after years and years of physical and sexual abuse

Gender differences in aggressiveness:
Studies show that males are more aggressive than females:
Eagly & Steffen1  (1986) argued that males are in fact some-
what more prone to be involved in aggressive behavior than
females. However, the difference is only slight. In some situ-
ations the difference is more significant. For instance, there
are more differences in physical aggressiveness (males are
more aggressive), than in other non-physical forms (females
are more likely to have negative attitudes of non-physical
aggressive behavior).

There are also distinctions in the cases where aggressive-
ness is provoked by the aggressiveness of the other per-
son. Males who kill women act from a sense of ownership
on the women in their lives, or because of sexual jealousy;
or they react destructively to the implicit or explicit inten-
tion of the women to abandon them. While women killing
their husbands/partners usually act this way because they
have been frequently abused7 . (Wilson &Daly, 1992)

1
 Eagly, A.H, Steffen , V.J. “Gender stereotypes  from the distribution of

women and  men  into social roles” .1984.
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However, the dilemma is acute: Why such a high degree
of aggressiveness in the past few years? Why is it so
mercilessly directed against women and children?

In the history of humankind, from its origins to the present,
human beings are born and die together with their aggres-
siveness. Why are people so aggressive then? Thomas Hobbes
in the seventeenth century argued that people are vicious
creatures. He called the human species homo lupus, or ‘hu-
man wolf’ and believed that if people were not kept in check
by civilization, they would kill each-other sooner rather than
later. While other scholars rely on John Locke’s “tabula rasa”
theory. From birth human beings are like a wax slate where
experience engraves its marks. So we learn to be aggressive.

However, one thing is certain. In spite of the situational fac-
tors accompanying the exercise of abuse, such as frustration,
alcohol or drugs, severe shock, and especially the presence
of guns, abuse always has a normative basis. Depending on
the situation, we are rewarded by being aggressive, and models
of aggressiveness are learned. Our society promotes aggres-
sive patterns of behavior from birth and early childhood.

How is violence presented and how does this affect the
public?

Killings and abuse are part and parcel of the media. Aggres-
siveness has become a means to achieve victory over the

1
 Wilson, M.  & Daly, M “the man who mistook his wife for a chattel”  1992
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others in a violent world. The violence we face everyday
both in the print and electronic media decreases our sensi-
tivity towards the real abuse and distorts the real percep-
tion of the world.

Violence affects the public in three major ways:

a) The public learns to react aggressively;
b) The frequent news stories on violence and violent

acts reduce public sensitivity towards violence
c) Part of the public gets scared.8

Studies and statistics show that the reporting of certain spec-
tacular crimes on TV and the newspapers has been accompa-
nied by their actual increase in the society. Faced with the nu-
merous and frequent abuse cases we often feel unable to help.
A scholar (Eron, 1980) recommends that if we want to reduce
the levels of aggressiveness in the society we have to discour-
age boys from being aggressive from their early childhood,
and to reward them for other behavior, in short, try to help
them socialize in a different way, not dissimilar to the girls’.

However, if violence is seen as a social aspect and norm, as
the exercise of power of the stronger person over the
weaker, if cases of abuse are conceived as dissociated with
each other, and as a problem of the individual, family or group
where abuse occurs, if abuse is not punished, then aggres-
siveness will be the “unaccepted but triumphant” value in
our society!

1
 Potter, James “On media violence” 1999
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5. Conclusions and
   recommendations

Why is it Difficult to Change Media Stereotypes?

The image promoted by the media affects the role and the
status of women in the society, especially in the cases of
violence within and outside the family. Reports on the mul-
tifaceted role of women in the family or their contribution
in the society are very rare.

There are no real differences in the way these stories are
covered in the partisan press from the independent press.
On the contrary, a party newspaper like Republika has gen-
erally been more focused and “richer” in the number of ar-
ticles covering social issues. The image promoted by the
media affects the role and status of women in society, espe-
cially the cases of abuse, domestic or otherwise.

Reports in the press are influenced by professional (and per-
sonal) values and norms, institutional processes and struc-
tures, audience perceptions and preferences. On the other
hand, the profile of men and women in the family reflects
the social and economic conditions, especially the market
rules and political ideologies in each society. Because these
elements require quite a long time to change, the stereo-
types they carry are similarly very difficult to change.
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Obstacles and difficulties:

• Women and children continue to be the main victims
of various forms of abuse in the family. Lack of under-
standing the full spectrum of factors that give rise to and
favor the existence of abuse leads to a series of prob-
lems and difficulties in the way the media treat it.

•  The lack of data on domestic violence at the national
level is another difficulty that needs to be overcome and
measures need to be taken in this respect.

•  Domestic violence is still being treated as a private
problem and not a problem of the whole society.

• The gender stereotypes in the Albanian society (and
not only the Albanian society) are also present in the
representatives of the media, who reinforce these ste-
reotypes with the articles they write and the message
they convey to the readers.

• Newspaper pages are full of crime scenes described in
detail. The articles do not attempt to make an analysis
and find solutions to these social problems.

•  Labeling and an unprofessional use of vocabulary show
that the print media is now conceived as a business and
the main purpose of its existence is profit. Reporters
and journalists chase the “news of the day” which will
sell the newspaper.
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What can be done in this situation?

Increasing awareness about the problem of domestic
violence is a very important objective to be achieved by
all the actors in a democratic society and the media can
play a major role in this regard;

We must keep in mind that each human being – every
man or woman – have the inalienable right to be treated
by the media in an honest and equal manner, without
any prejudice and discrimination against their sex.

It is a responsibility of all the relevant structures of a
democratic society such as: the government, economic
and social institutions, the civil society, the media, etc.,
to develop and implement measures to prevent and com-
bat domestic abuse.

Support the education of girls and women, their train-
ing and employment in order to ensure an equal repre-
sentation of women in the media by creating equal op-
portunities for them in all sectors and rubrics of the
print media.

Promote equal opportunities for every individual, by re-
alizing an equal involvement of men and women and
avoiding the images created as a result of the gender
stereotypes in the media.
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Improve participation of women in leading and decision-
making positions in the media (in our case in the print
media), in order to encourage the press to promote
the role and contribution of women in the society, to
ensure a realistic and sensitive approach to the problem
of domestic violence and its consequences.

This requires:

Special policies and programs which reflect gender equal-
ity in order for gender perspectives to become part
and parcel of the whole society;

Training programs on gender issues and development
which aim at increasing the awareness of media repre-
sentatives about the various social problems in general
and especially problems of domestic violence.

 Treating and reporting acts of domestic violence as vio-
lations of human rights and criminal acts.

More accountability with regard to observation of  the
journalistic code of ethics, by respecting equality, fair-
ness and safety of all human beings;

An on-going cooperation of representatives from the
governmental and non-governmental media with the aim
of exchanging information, conducting joint activities and

& 2002
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training sessions, as well as ensuring expertise and pro-
fessionalism in the treatment of the problems of do-
mestic violence and human trafficking.

On-going consultation with specialized experts who have
experience in the treatment of social problems in gen-
eral and domestic violence in particular.

 Analysis of social problems from the gender perspec-
tive, by analyzing in depth the causes that give rise to
them and presenting alternatives, strategies, or action
plans that the society needs to carry out to prevent or
combat these phenomena.

Representatives of the print media must become famil-
iar with the international conventions on human rights
in general and the rights of women and children in par-
ticular ratified by the Albanian state, and report how
these conventions are implemented in practice.

Continuous monitoring of the press from the gender
perspective and publication of their results.

Promotion and encouragement of positive models in the
print media by encouraging positive attitudes, and be-
haviors and other ways of communication except vio-
lence.
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Promotion and development of social policies that re-
flect gender equality and adopt a gender perspective in
all issues.

Programs designed to sensitize media professionals with
regard to reporting domestic violence and addressing
the needs in this field.

Adaptation of all manuals on media ethics, to respect
the right of the individual to freedom, justice and equal-
ity.

Monitoring of images that become a source of discrimi-
nation and violation of women’s and children’s rights.
This is not censorship in any way; it just aims to ensure
respect for human beings.

All of the above aim to build a culture which treats individu-
als as citizens and not as mere consumers or an audience.

In stead of an epilogue ….

It is painful for us to read and realize the great number of
domestic crimes among all the crime cases in general.

For as long as:

· The family is treated as a “group of individuals related
by blood” and the influence of traditions and society on
the family is ignored;

& 2002
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 · The family and what happens behind the family home
walls is treated as “private domain” and the role of the
law and the institutions in the modeling of families is
ignored;

· Verbal abuse and submission of women are explained
by the age-long tradition and the role of legal institu-
tions and structures in the modeling of emotions is ig-
nored;

…violence will continue to exist, but it will not be able to
hide behind the vest of tradition and moral values!

People are the best judges of what is the best for them, but
by preventing them from acting on the basis of autonomous
choices, the society treats them like children. It can be said
that our value system is one of paternalistic values, espe-
cially with regard to the position of women. Said differently,
freedom is not only a question of having formal rights; it
demands the existence of conditions to fulfill and exercise
these rights; which means readiness to offer women mate-
rial and institutional resources. So the structures respon-
sible for the observance of the rights of the citizens in a
country must be more involved than in the observance of
fundamental human rights.

This means that our social system must recognize that hu-
man beings have got only one life to live and this is a unique
and universal value; this means that silence and tolerance
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also seen in the form of indifference do nothing else but
destroy the individuality of the members of the society; put
in a different way, the happiness and comfort of a group of
individuals does not have the magic power to make the other
group happy!

Women are a source of love and care. Almost in all cultures
the traditional role of women is to raise children and care
for the whole family, a role that is related to such qualities as
altruism and attention to the needs of others.

On the other hand, it cannot be denied that homes are the
place where women are oppressed and violated. Even where
this is not very evident, violence is sometimes
instrumentalized in other more subliminal forms: women are
considered a device, an instrument to fulfill the needs of oth-
ers, destined to have a reproductive role, be a cook, a cleaner,
a sexual object, a caretaker.

Family may mean love but also abandonment, abuse, degra-
dation. In addition, the family reproduces what it already
has; while it is often a school of virtues, at the same time
and in the same way it can be a school of gender inequality,
nourishing behaviors that not only turn the new family into a
reflected image of the old, but also have an influence on
higher political and social levels. This influence is many-fold,
because the family and the emotions it experiences are mod-
eled by the laws and institutions responsible for the well-
being of the family, by children’s rights and care, by the

& 2002
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prevention of domestic abuse or women’s economic rights.
If women live in families where they are seen as comple-
mentary to men and a tool to serve them, it would be futile
to expect and demand equality in the institutional and politi-
cal spheres. As John Stuart Mill said a long time ago: “When
boys in a society are raised and educated thinking that being
male makes them automatically superior to the other half of
the human race, this determines the social behavior of fu-
ture men, not only towards women, but also towards all
citizens in general. It is the parallel to the emotional state
and thinking pattern of a king, who feels superior to others,
just because he was born a king.”

But chances are that this will not be desirable in a democ-
racy.
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6. Appendix

Articles monitored in 2001;

Table 1: Newspapers and articles monitored on
              domestic violence;

Chart1:  Forms of abuse
Chart 2: Places where abuse occurs;
Chart 3:  Relationships between abuser and the abused
Chart 4:  Instruments used in domestic crimes
Chart 5:  The motives of physical abuse in the family;
Chart 6:  Effects of sexual abuse as identified in the
                monitored articles;
Chart 7: Forms of domestic crimes
Chart 8: Effects of domestic crime on the family;
Chart 9: Trafficked persons by gender.
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Articles monitored in 2002;

Chart 1: Newspapers monitored in 2002;
Chart 2: Main topics of monitored articles;
Chart 3: Domestic crimes in the period January –

April 2002;
Chart 4: Motives of domestic crimes;
Chart 5: Perpetrators of domestic crimes.
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